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Questions on page 532, with the following:
Lenz v. Universal Music Corp.
815 F.3d 1145 (9th Cir. 2016)
TALLMAN, J.: Stephanie Lenz filed suit under 17 U.S.C. § 512(f)—part of the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act (“DMCA”)—against Universal Music Corp., Universal Music
Publishing, Inc., and Universal Music Publishing Group (collectively “Universal”). She
alleges Universal misrepresented in a takedown notification that her 29–second home
video (the “video”) constituted an infringing use of a portion of a composition by the Artist
known as Prince, which Universal insists was unauthorized by the law. Her claim boils
down to a question of whether copyright holders have been abusing the extrajudicial
takedown procedures provided for in the DMCA by declining to first evaluate whether the
content qualifies as fair use. We hold that the statute requires copyright holders to
consider fair use before sending a takedown notification, and that in this case, there is a
triable issue as to whether the copyright holder formed a subjective good faith belief that
the use was not authorized by law. We affirm the denial of the parties’ cross-motions for
summary judgment.
I
. . . On February 7, 2007, Lenz uploaded to YouTube a 29–second home video of
her two young children in the family kitchen dancing to the song Let’s Go Crazy by Prince.
Available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1KfJHFWlhQ (last visited September
4, 2015). She titled the video “ ‘Let’s Go Crazy’ # 1.” About four seconds into the video,
Lenz asks her thirteen month-old son “what do you think of the music?” after which he
bobs up and down while holding a push toy.
At the time Lenz posted the video, Universal was Prince’s publishing administrator
responsible for enforcing his copyrights. To accomplish this objective with respect to
YouTube, Robert Allen, Universal’s head of business affairs, assigned Sean Johnson, an
assistant in the legal department, to monitor YouTube on a daily basis. Johnson searched
YouTube for Prince’s songs and reviewed the video postings returned by his online search
query. When reviewing such videos, he evaluated whether they “embodied a Prince
composition” by making “significant use of . . . the composition, specifically if the song
was recognizable, was in a significant portion of the video or was the focus of the video.”
According to Allen, “[t]he general guidelines are that . . . we review the video to ensure
22
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that the composition was the focus and if it was we then notify YouTube that the video
should be removed.”
Johnson contrasted videos that met this criteria to those “that may have had a
second or less of a Prince song, literally a one line, half line of Prince song” or “were shot
in incredibly noisy environments, such as bars, where there could be a Prince song playing
deep in the background . . . to the point where if there was any Prince composition
embodied . . . in those videos that it was distorted beyond reasonable recognition.” None
of the video evaluation guidelines explicitly include consideration of the fair use doctrine.
When Johnson reviewed Lenz’s video, he recognized Let’s Go Crazy immediately.
He noted that it played loudly in the background throughout the entire video. Based on
these details, the video’s title, and Lenz’s query during the video asking if her son liked
the song, he concluded that Prince’s song “was very much the focus of the video.” As a
result, Johnson decided the video should be included in a takedown notification sent to
YouTube that listed more than 200 YouTube videos Universal believed to be making
unauthorized use of Prince’s songs. The notice included a “good faith belief” statement as
required by 17 U.S.C. § 512(c)(3)(A)(v): “We have a good faith belief that the abovedescribed activity is not authorized by the copyright owner, its agent, or the law.”
After receiving the takedown notification, YouTube removed the video and sent
Lenz an email on June 5, 2007, notifying her of the removal. On June 7, 2007, Lenz
attempted to restore the video by sending a counter-notification to YouTube pursuant to
§ 512(g)(3). After YouTube provided this counter-notification to Universal per §
512(g)(2)(B), Universal protested the video’s reinstatement because Lenz failed to
properly acknowledge that her statement was made under penalty of perjury, as required
by § 512(g)(3)(C). Universal’s protest reiterated that the video constituted infringement
because there was no record that “either she or YouTube were ever granted licenses to
reproduce, distribute, publicly perform or otherwise exploit the Composition.” The
protest made no mention of fair use. After obtaining pro bono counsel, Lenz sent a second
counter-notification on June 27, 2007, which resulted in YouTube’s reinstatement of the
video in mid-July. . . .
IV . . .
A...
If an entity abuses the DMCA, it may be subject to liability under § 512(f). That
section provides: “Any person who knowingly materially misrepresents under this
section—(1) that material or activity is infringing, or (2) that material or activity was
removed or disabled by mistake or misidentification, shall be liable for any damages. . ..”
Id. § 512(f). Subsection (1) generally applies to copyright holders and subsection (2)
generally applies to users. Only subsection (1) is at issue here.
B
We must first determine whether 17 U.S.C. § 512(c)(3)(A)(v) requires copyright
holders to consider whether the potentially infringing material is a fair use of a copyright
under 17 U.S.C. § 107 before issuing a takedown notification. Section 512(c)(3)(A)(v)
requires a takedown notification to include a “statement that the complaining party has a
good faith belief that the use of the material in the manner complained of is not authorized
by the copyright owner, its agent, or the law.” The parties dispute whether fair use is an
authorization under the law as contemplated by the statute—which is so far as we know
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an issue of first impression in any circuit across the nation. . . . We agree with the district
court and hold that the statute unambiguously contemplates fair use as a use authorized
by the law.
Fair use is not just excused by the law, it is wholly authorized by the law. . . . The
statute explains that the fair use of a copyrighted work is permissible because it is a noninfringing use.
. . . Black’s Law Dictionary defines “authorize” as “1. To give legal authority; to
empower” and “2. To formally approve; to sanction.” Authorize, Black’s Law Dictionary
(10th ed.2014). Because 17 U.S.C. § 107 both “empowers” and “formally approves” the use
of copyrighted material if the use constitutes fair use, fair use is “authorized by the law”
within the meaning of § 512(c). See also 17 U.S.C. § 108(f)(4) (“Nothing in this section in
any way affects the right of fair use as provided by section 107. . . .” (emphasis added)).
Universal’s sole textual argument is that fair use is not “authorized by the law”
because it is an affirmative defense that excuses otherwise infringing conduct. Universal’s
interpretation is incorrect as it conflates two different concepts: an affirmative defense
that is labeled as such due to the procedural posture of the case, and an affirmative
defense that excuses impermissible conduct. Supreme Court precedent squarely supports
the conclusion that fair use does not fall into the latter camp: “[A]nyone who . . . makes a
fair use of the work is not an infringer of the copyright with respect to such use.” Sony
Corp. of Am. v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 433, 104 S.Ct. 774 (1984). . . .
Given that 17 U.S.C. § 107 expressly authorizes fair use, labeling it as an affirmative
defense that excuses conduct is a misnomer:
Although the traditional approach is to view “fair use” as an affirmative defense, this
writer, speaking only for himself, is of the opinion that it is better viewed as a right
granted by the Copyright Act of 1976. Originally, as a judicial doctrine without any
statutory basis, fair use was an infringement that was excused—this is presumably why
it was treated as a defense. As a statutory doctrine, however, fair use is not an
infringement. Thus, since the passage of the 1976 Act, fair use should no longer be
considered an infringement to be excused; instead, it is logical to view fair use as a right.
Regardless of how fair use is viewed, it is clear that the burden of proving fair use is
always on the putative infringer.

Bateman v. Mnemonics, Inc., 79 F.3d 1532, 1542 n. 22 (11th Cir. 1996) (Birch, J.). We
agree. Cf. Lydia Pallas Loren, Fair Use: An Affirmative Defense?, 90 Wash. L.Rev. 685,
688 (2015) (“Congress did not intend fair use to be an affirmative defense—a defense, yes,
but not an affirmative defense.”). Fair use is therefore distinct from affirmative defenses
where a use infringes a copyright, but there is no liability due to a valid excuse, e.g., misuse
of a copyright.
Universal concedes it must give due consideration to other uses authorized by law
such as compulsory licenses. The introductory language in 17 U.S.C. § 112 for compulsory
licenses closely mirrors that in the fair use statute. Compare 17 U.S.C. § 112(a)(1)
(“Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106, . . . it is not an infringement of copyright
for a transmitting organization entitled to transmit to the public a performance or display
of a work . . . to make no more than one copy or phonorecord of a particular transmission
program embodying the performance or display. . ..”), with id. § 107 (“Notwithstanding
the provisions of sections 106 and 106A, the fair use of a copyrighted work . . . is not an
infringement of copyright.”). That fair use may be labeled as an affirmative defense due
24
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to the procedural posture of the case is no different than labeling a license an affirmative
defense for the same reason. . . .
. . . We conclude that because 17 U.S.C. § 107 created a type of non-infringing use,
fair use is “authorized by the law” and a copyright holder must consider the existence of
fair use before sending a takedown notification under § 512(c).
C
We must next determine if a genuine issue of material fact exists as to whether
Universal knowingly misrepresented that it had formed a good faith belief the video did
not constitute fair use. This inquiry lies not in whether a court would adjudge the video
as a fair use, but whether Universal formed a good faith belief that it was not. Contrary to
the district court’s holding, Lenz may proceed under an actual knowledge theory, but not
under a willful blindness theory.
1
Though Lenz argues Universal should have known the video qualifies for fair use
as a matter of law, we have already decided a copyright holder need only form a subjective
good faith belief that a use is not authorized. Rossi v. Motion Picture Ass’n of Am. Inc.,
391 F.3d 1000 (9th Cir.2004). In Rossi, we explicitly held that “the ‘good faith belief’
requirement in § 512(c)(3)(A)(v) encompasses a subjective, rather than objective
standard,” and we observed that “Congress understands this distinction.” Id. at 1004. We
further held:
When enacting the DMCA, Congress could have easily incorporated an objective
standard of reasonableness. The fact that it did not do so indicates an intent to adhere to
the subjective standard traditionally associated with a good faith requirement. . . .
In § 512(f), Congress included an expressly limited cause of action for improper
infringement notifications, imposing liability only if the copyright owner’s notification is
a knowing misrepresentation. A copyright owner cannot be liable simply because an
unknowing mistake is made, even if the copyright owner acted unreasonably in making
the mistake. Rather, there must be a demonstration of some actual knowledge of
misrepresentation on the part of the copyright owner.

Id. at 1004–05 (citations omitted). . . . We therefore judge Universal’s actions by the
subjective beliefs it formed about the video.
2
Universal faces liability if it knowingly misrepresented in the takedown
notification that it had formed a good faith belief the video was not authorized by the law,
i.e., did not constitute fair use. Here, Lenz presented evidence that Universal did not form
any subjective belief about the video’s fair use—one way or another—because it failed to
consider fair use at all, and knew that it failed to do so. Universal nevertheless contends
that its procedures, while not formally labeled consideration of fair use, were tantamount
to such consideration. Because the DMCA requires consideration of fair use prior to
sending a takedown notification, a jury must determine whether Universal’s actions were
sufficient to form a subjective good faith belief about the video’s fair use or lack thereof. 3
Although the panel agrees on the legal principles we discuss herein, we part company
with our dissenting colleague over the propriety of resolving on summary judgment Universal’s
claim to subjective belief that the copyright was infringed. The dissent would find that no triable
3
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To be clear, if a copyright holder ignores or neglects our unequivocal holding that
it must consider fair use before sending a takedown notification, it is liable for damages
under § 512(f). If, however, a copyright holder forms a subjective good faith belief the
allegedly infringing material does not constitute fair use, we are in no position to dispute
the copyright holder’s belief even if we would have reached the opposite conclusion. A
copyright holder who pays lip service to the consideration of fair use by claiming it formed
a good faith belief when there is evidence to the contrary is still subject to § 512(f) liability.
Cf. Online Policy Grp. v. Diebold, Inc., 337 F. Supp. 2d 1995, 1204-05 (N.D. Cal. 2004) .
...
3
We hold the willful blindness doctrine may be used to determine whether a
copyright holder “knowingly materially misrepresent[ed]” that it held a “good faith belief”
the offending activity was not a fair use. . . . But, based on the specific facts presented
during summary judgment, we reject the district court’s conclusion that Lenz may
proceed to trial under a willful blindness theory.
To demonstrate willful blindness a plaintiff must establish two factors: “(1) the
defendant must subjectively believe that there is a high probability that a fact exists and
(2) the defendant must take deliberate actions to avoid learning of that fact.” Global–Tech
Appliances, Inc. v. SEB S.A., 563 U.S. 754, 131 S.Ct. 2060, 2070 (2011). “Under this
formulation, a willfully blind defendant is one who takes deliberate actions to avoid
confirming a high probability of wrongdoing and who can almost be said to have actually
known the critical facts.” Id. at 2070–71. . . .
On summary judgment Lenz failed to meet a threshold showing of the first factor.
To make such a showing, Lenz must provide evidence from which a juror could infer that
Universal was aware of a high probability the video constituted fair use. But she failed to
provide any such evidence. . . . Yet the district court improperly denied Universal’s motion
for summary judgment on the willful blindness theory because Universal “has not shown
that it lacked a subjective belief.” By finding blame with Universal’s inability to show that
it “lacked a subjective belief,” the district court improperly required Universal to meet its
burden of persuasion, even though Lenz had failed to counter the initial burden of
production that Universal successfully carried. Lenz may not therefore proceed to trial on
a willful blindness theory. . . .
SMITH, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part:
I concur in all but Part IV.C of the majority opinion. However, I disagree with the
majority’s conclusion that “whether Universal’s actions were sufficient to form a
subjective good faith belief about the video’s fair use or lack thereof” presents a triable
issue of fact. Universal admittedly did not consider fair use before notifying YouTube to
issue of fact exists because Universal did not specifically and expressly consider the fair-use
elements of 17 U.S.C. § 107. But the question is whether the analysis Universal did conduct of the
video was sufficient, not to conclusively establish as a matter of law that the video’s use of Let’s
Go Crazy was fair, but to form a subjective good faith belief that the video was infringing on
Prince’s copyright. And under the circumstances of this case, that question is for the jury, not this
court, to decide.
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take down Lenz’s video. It therefore could not have formed a good faith belief that Lenz’s
video was infringing, and its notification to the contrary was a knowing material
misrepresentation. Accordingly, I would hold that Lenz is entitled to summary judgment.
...
. . . I part ways with the majority on two issues. First, I would clarify that § 512(f)’s
requirement that a misrepresentation be “knowing [ ]” is satisfied when the party knows
that it is ignorant of the truth or falsity of its representation. Second, I would hold that
Universal’s actions were insufficient as a matter of law to form a subjective good-faith
belief that Lenz’s video was not a fair use.
I
Section 512(f) requires that a misrepresentation be “knowing[ ]” to incur liability.
In my view, when the misrepresentation concerns § 512(c)(3)(A)(v), the knowledge
requirement is satisfied when the party knows that it has not considered fair use. That is,
Universal need not have known that the video was a fair use, or that its actions were
insufficient to form a good-faith belief about fair use. It need only have known that it had
not considered fair use as such.1
As the majority explains, we have previously held in Rossi v. Motion Picture Ass’n
of Am. Inc. that “the ‘good faith belief’ requirement in § 512(c)(3)(A)(v) encompasses a
subjective, rather than objective, standard.” 391 F.3d 1000, 1004 (9th Cir. 2004). Rossi
reasoned that a subjective standard comported with § 512(f)’s requirement that actionable
misrepresentations be “knowing[ ]”, and ultimately held that liability under § 512(f)
requires “a demonstration of some actual knowledge of misrepresentation on the part of
the copyright owner.” 391 F.3d at 1005.
Universal urges us to construe Rossi to mean that liability attaches under § 512(f)
only if a party subjectively believes that its assertion is false. But under long-settled
principles of deceit and fraudulent misrepresentation, a party need only know that it is
ignorant of the truth or falsity of its representation for its misrepresentation to be
knowing. For example, in Cooper v. Schlesinger, 111 U.S. 148, 155 (1884), the Supreme
Court explained that “a statement recklessly made, without knowledge of its truth, [is] a
false statement knowingly made, within the settled rule.” Similarly, under the common
law, “[a] misrepresentation is fraudulent if the maker . . . knows or believes that the matter
is not as he represents it to be, . . . [or] knows that he does not have the basis for his
representation that he states or implies.” Restatement (Second) of Torts § 526 (emphasis
added).
One who asserts a belief that a work is infringing without considering fair use lacks
a basis for that belief. It follows that one who knows that he has not considered fair use
knows that he lacks a basis for that belief. That is sufficient “actual knowledge of
misrepresentation” to meet the scienter requirement of § 512(f). . . .

I do not believe that, in this regard, my construction conflicts with that of the majority.
Although the majority does not squarely address § 512(f)’s scienter requirement, it leaves for the
jury only the question “whether Universal’s actions were sufficient to form a subjective good faith
belief about the video’s fair use or lack thereof.”
1
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II
It is undisputed that Universal’s policy was to issue a takedown notice where a
copyrighted work was used as “the focus of the video” or “prominently featured in the
video.” By Universal’s own admission, its agents were not instructed to consider whether
the use was fair. Instead, Universal directed its agents to spare videos that had “a second
or less of a Prince song” or where the song was “distorted beyond reasonable recognition.”
And yet, from this, the majority concludes that “whether Universal’s actions were
sufficient to form a subjective good faith belief about the video’s fair use or lack thereof”
presents a triable issue of fact.
I respectfully disagree. The Copyright Act explicitly enumerates the factors to be
considered in assessing whether use of copyrighted material is fair. 17 U.S.C. § 107.
Universal’s policy was expressly to determine whether a video made “significant use”—
not fair use—of the work. Nothing in Universal’s methodology considered the purpose
and character of the use, the commercial or noncommercial nature of the use, or whether
the use would have a significant impact on the market for the copyrighted work. 4 See §
107. There is therefore no disputed issue of fact: Universal did not consider fair use before
issuing a takedown notice.
Moreover, Universal knew it had not considered fair use, because § 107 explicitly
supplies the factors that “shall” be considered in determining whether a use is fair. Id. I
see no reason in law or logic to excuse copyright holders from the general principle that
knowledge of the law is presumed. . . .
Based on Rossi’s holding that a subjective good-faith belief in infringement is
sufficient to satisfy § 512(c)(3)(A)(v), 391 F.3d at 1005, the majority disagrees. But the
majority’s reading of Rossi would insulate from liability any subjective belief in
infringement, no matter how poorly formed. Rossi did not abrogate the statutory
requirement that the belief be held in good faith. I would therefore hold that a belief in
infringement formed consciously without considering fair use is no good-faith belief at
all. See Cooper, 111 U.S. at 155 (holding that such a belief is a knowing misrepresentation).
...
The majority’s unfortunate interpretation of § 512(f) would permit a party to avoid
liability with only the most perfunctory attention to fair use. Such a construction
eviscerates § 512(f) and leaves it toothless against frivolous takedown notices. And, in an
era when a significant proportion of media distribution and consumption takes place on
third-party safe harbors such as YouTube, if a creative work can be taken down without
meaningfully considering fair use, then the viability of the concept of fair use itself is in
jeopardy. Such a construction of § 512(f) cannot comport with the intention of Congress.
...
NOTES AND QUESTIONS
1. Lenz involves the intersection of §512(c)(3)(A)(v)’s requirement of ‘‘good faith
belief’’ that material is infringing with §512(f)’s requirement that a user seeking damages
4 Had Universal properly considered the statutory elements of fair use, there is no doubt
that it would have concluded that Lenz’s use of Let’s Go Crazy was fair. . . .
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must show that the copyright owner ‘‘knowingly materially misrepresent[ed]’’ the
material’s infringing status. The court indicates that the standard for ‘‘good faith belief’’
is a subjective one. Does §512(f) similarly indicate a subjective standard of knowledge?
Recall that, according to both the Second Circuit (in Viacom v. YouTube, pp. 51324 in the casebook) and the Ninth Circuit (in UMG Recordings v. Shelter Capital
Partners, discussed by the Second Circuit), §512(c)(1)(A)(i)’s requirement that an OSP
not have “actual knowledge of infringing conduct” calls for a subjective standard of
knowledge, while §512(c)(1)(A)(ii)’s requirement that the OSP also “is not aware of facts
or circumstances from which infringing activity is apparent” calls for an objective
assessment of what the OSP reasonably should have known based on the facts available
to it. Do those interpretations shed any light on the proper approach to §512(f)?
2. An earlier decision by a district court in the Ninth Circuit, Online Policy Group
v. Diebold, Inc., 337 F. Supp. 2d 1195 (N.D. Cal. 2004), had concluded that §512(f) calls
for an objective interpretation. See id. at 1204-05. Diebold, a manufacturer of electronic
voting machines, had invoked §512(c) to demand takedown of copied portions of an
archive of email exchanged among its employees that revealed serious technical problems
with Diebold’s machines. In concluding that Diebold had violated §512(f), the court
reasoned that “[n]o reasonable copyright holder could have believed that [the material]
was protected by copyright” and that “Diebold sought to use [§512] . . . as a sword to
suppress publication of embarrassing content rather than as a shield to protect its
intellectual property.” Id. The Lenz majority cites Diebold as indirect support for the
proposition that “A copyright holder who pays lip service to the consideration of fair use
by claiming it formed a good faith belief when there is evidence to the contrary is still
subject to § 512(f) liability” under the willful blindness doctrine. Does that
characterization satisfactorily address the Diebold fact pattern? How does the willful
blindness doctrine differ from a more general reasonableness standard?
3. According to Judge Smith, a party that knows it has not considered fair use is
ineligible to assert good faith, and therefore, on these facts, the question of Universal’s
good faith can be decided as a matter of law. Is that resolution preferable? How does
Judge Smith’s articulation of the “knowing ignorance” standard differ from the majority’s
articulation of the willful blindness standard?
4. The parties in Lenz have been mired in discovery, pretrial motions, and
interlocutory appeals for years. If the case ever proceeds to trial, where a preponderanceof-the-evidence standard applies, who should prevail on the question of subjective bad
faith?
5. Note that YouTube took six weeks to restore Lenz’s video, rather than the
statutorily provided 10 to 14 business days. What do you think explains the delay? From
the perspective of an Internet user, what do you make of the notification and
counternotification procedures established by §512? Do they reflect an appropriate
balancing of the various interests affected? If not, what changes would you recommend?
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